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OVER BLACK:

SUPER: NORTH-WESTERN FRANCE, JUNE 6, 1944.

FADE IN:

EXT. MEADOW - STAND OF BRUSH - DAWN

Swallows tumble through a blue sky.

LOTHAR, 50s, matted hair, unshaven, puffs solemnly on a 
cigarette as he watches their flight. He closes his eyes.

   LOTHAR
  (to himself)
 Herr bitte.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

A tattered parachute trails from the canopy. The empty 
harness dangles just feet above the ground.

EXT. FOREST - TOWARDS MEADOW - CONTINUOUS

Distant RATTLE of gunfire. Mortar rounds WHINE overhead.

PVT. WHITE, 18, barrels through the undergrowth. He’s 
scraped and bloodied, carrying only a Lee Enfield rifle.

Branches tear at the ‘wings’ Parachute Regiment insignia on 
his uniform sleeve. 

He forges blindly towards a wall of daylight marking the 
forest’s edge. He breaks from the tree-line into a

MEADOW

and halts, dropping to a crouch.

A wide swathe of grassland stretches to the cover of 
distant woodland.



SHOUTS and WHISTLES behind him. He turns to see shadowy 
figures advancing through the trees.

He thumbs the Enfield’s bolt action. Winces.

MOMENTS LATER

White races across open-ground as rifles CRACKLE behind 
him. Bullets BUZZ overhead. He breaks left.

Another ZIPS close. He breaks right and dives for the cover 
of a small

STAND OF BRUSH

He lies still as scattered shots taper into silence.

Crawling forward he peers through a tangle of foliage. 

Grass riffles on the breeze -- no sign of pursuit.

He stiffens. Sniffs the air with a frown. His hand eases 
towards the bolt of his Enfield. 

He rolls around and levels the rifle.

Lothar, one hand raised in surrender. He lies propped on 
the other. His face as grey and weathered as his uniform.

He watches gravely as White vies to free the gun’s action.

   LOTHAR
 Nicht gefallen.

White frantically pounds the bolt -- it’s jammed tight.

   LOTHAR
 Bitte.

White’s hand instinctively falls to a torn, empty holster. 
He grits his teeth, seething in frustration.

Lothar coughs out a lungful of smoke. Relieved.

They face off for a tense moment. Gauging, wary.
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   LOTHAR
 Wie Sie mogen Frankreich so weit?

He flashes a nervous smile.

White coils as WHISTLES sound in the distance. 

   LOTHAR
 Sie werden nicht zu folgen, nicht
 hier, Minen.

He makes a circling gesture, as if to say ‘all around.’
  
   LOTHAR
 Sie wissen, Minen?

   WHITE
 Belt up!

He steals a nervous glance behind him.
  
   LOTHAR
 Das ist schade.

Lothar’s eyes drop, tightening on White with a frown.

White catches his concern. He follows the German’s gaze to 
a bloodstain flowering on his jacket -- he’s been hit.

He places a palm to the small of his back and studies his 
bloodied hand -- his face wrinkles in confusion. He glances 
between Lothar and the direction he came in.

White spots a second rifle -- Lothar’s carbine. It lays 
behind him, outside the German’s reach.

   WHITE
 Bastard.

   LOTHAR
 Tun Sie es nicht!

White springs for the carbine. Lothar gets a hand to his 
leg, tripping him to the ground.

White claws forward, kicking back at Lothar’s face.
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Lothar gropes around with his free hand and retrieves a 
helmet which he dons against the blows.

The carbine, just out of White’s reach.

   LOTHAR
 Sei still, wirst du uns beide
 umbringen.

White gets a hand to the stock but loses his purchase on 
the ground. Lothar drags him back and wrests control of the 
rifle, pulling the barrel tight across White’s throat.

His hands pinned, White struggles to get free. 

   LOTHAR
 Stopp, bitte.

It’s fear on Lothar’s face, not anger. He pulls tighter.

White gasps. Lothar braces the barrel in one hand and 
reaches for a knife on his belt.

His hand wavers on the hilt, reluctant to unsheathe.

   LOTHAR
 Bitte...

White falls limp -- his strength gone. Lothar releases him.

They lie there a moment, exhausted.

White rolls onto his front clutching his throat. He coughs 
blood into the dirt -- stares at it in dismay.

Lothar watches as White tries to stand. He wavers and 
falls. His legs unable to support his weight. He cries out, 
confused and disorientated. 

Lothar looks away, it’s a pitiful sight. 

A thin trail of smoke rises from the grass.

   LOTHAR
 Meine Zigarette... Bitte.
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White looks over. Lothar nods to the cigarette, knocked 
beyond his reach in the struggle.
  
   WHITE
 Go to hell.

   LOTHAR
 Holle? Nein noch nicht. 

Lothar draws his knife and stabs it into the earth. He 
reaches down and lifts the flap of his open tunic.

The ground beneath shifts slightly with his weight to 
reveal the hard, circular outline of a land-mine.

He plucks the knife and gives it a tap to illustrate. 

   LOTHAR
 Vielleicht bald.

White studies the mine, then Lothar. White stares out at 
the meadow -- the penny dropping.

   LOTHAR
 Bitte.

MOMENTS LATER

A trembling hand picks up the cigarette.

White holds it a moment before passing it to Lothar who 
takes a drag.

   LOTHAR
 Danke.

He holds it out letting White take one. White coughs some 
more. He casts a sour look around them.
 
   WHITE
 France.

   LOTHAR
 Frankreich.

They sit in silence a long beat.
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White’s head dips -- he snaps up, fighting the urge to 
close his eyes. He steels himself.

   WHITE
 Damn it.

Lothar reacts with horror as White reaches under his hip, 
sliding a hand onto the land-mine’s pressure pad.

   WHITE
 Move -- now!

Lothar takes a terrified breath and rolls free.

He scoots back, eyes locked on White poised atop the mine.

   WHITE
 Don’t you stop.

EXT. MEADOW - MOMENTS LATER

Lothar picks his way towards a barbed-wire fence. He barely 
dares to breath as he probes each step with his rifle.

EXT. MEADOW - STAND OF BRUSH - CONTINUOUS

White vies to keep pressure on the pad. He’s pale, fading.

EXT. MEADOW - FENCE-LINE - DAY

Lothar braces himself on a fence-post. He looks back at the 
stand of brush a beat. The swallows continue to circle. 

He shoulders his rifle and keeps going -- towards the 
RATTLE of distant guns.

CUT TO BLACK
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